Gabapentin treatment improves motor coordination in a mice model of progressive ataxia.
No causal treatment of ataxias is available at the moment, and so symptomatic and disease-modifying therapies are regarded as a reliable possibility for this complex group of movement disorders. In order to explore possible pharmacological strategies aimed at interfering with ataxia development or progression, we used HCN1-/- mice. Mice carrying the deletion of the gene encoding for the voltage-dependent K-channel (HCN1-/-) have a normal basic motor function, but impaired learning of the motor skills that enable mice to balance on the rotating rod. In this study we showed that the motor coordination impairment observed in HCN1-/- mice is paralleled by a decline of GABA content in the cerebellum. Treatment with the GABA mimetic gabapentin at prenatal age prevents full development of the ataxia symptom. This result could have implications for possible therapeutic strategies aimed at more effective coupling with ataxia in several neurological diseases in which this symptom develops and is prominent over time. In view of its long-lasting effect, it could be also considered as a disease-modifying drug.